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I'm not sure how many of you that are reviewing these comments are aware of what we are
currently facing throughout the world. What the reality of our current situation is. Currently we are
in a worldwide war (a war of unconventional tactics)for freedom and liberty against others in high
positions of power, with many financial resources, and high status positions all conspiring together
to gain more power, wealth, and control. China (using the taliban) to gain access to copper plate
and rare earth elements, Russia (working with China) now has completed a railway bridge into
China, the globalists (mostly out of America and the UK), and corrupt corporations and government
public servants greedy for gain and a seat at the global world domination table. Through out
worldwide history every new thing that makes life easier and the world a bit smaller is used by
communists, dictators, tyrants, and those greedy for power, status, control, and wealth. Some
examples are the industrial revolution, the spread of the railway systems, the Bible being translated
for all, weaponry advances revolution, technological/medical revolutions, information becoming
widely available and easily accessible. Those last three are currently why the whole world is in a
war for freedom and liberty everywhere. Why would I start by pointing this out when writing a
public comment about a local issue regarding this TSS dirt burning facilities that a corporation is
attempting to place its facilities all throughout my beautiful state of Alaska, you might ask? Those
that we are fighting against believe in conquering through any means necessary, any means! Those
we are fighting want totally domination and control over the whole world. This means they need us
to be reliant on them for all resources. They want us to to beg for food, water, manufacturing
supplies, money, and to seek permission of what can or cannot be done or said. Does this
corporation have ties to enemies the whole world is attempting to fight off from taking away our
freedoms and liberties or maybe an attempt to destroy our waterways, water tables, ecosystems,
habitats, flora, fauna, wildlife, fish, subsistence resources, and our vulnerable community members
(children, elderly and those with respiratory problems). Below you'll find what I've also posted and
shared into communities chat groups message boards:
This has been posted on multiple community chat groups:

All right Nikiski family! This is very important!
Some "big" people are really looking into this TSS dirt burning facilities and our ecosystems
environmental concerns that our public has regarding this facility. Problem is no one is giving their
opinion or input. Signing the petition is good, but it's not enough.

Step one:
Join Nikiski 411

Step two:
Touch 50th anniversary picture

Step three:
Scroll past 2 pictures and in the forth paragraph down select public comment.

Conclusion and mission:
This is where the public can give it to them straight with no word limit, I'm told.



Share with other areas in the Kenai peninsula borough district no matter what city.
Why, because the poisoning of our habitats, waterways, flora, fauna, spawning grounds, water
tables, and natural resources for those that rely on subsistence resources to feed their families can
not and should not even be allowed the possibility that something this toxic is anywhere near these
things. The only place for this toxic facility is a cement jungle in a industrial zone far, far, far away
from even the possibility that the wind might blow in the direction of any life or natural subsistence
resources and drinking waters! Away from all animal life and people as well. I say NO!
Not ANYWHERE in Alaska. Send this toxic corporation out of our state, away, to where life has
already been cemented over or destroyed already!

This has been my warning and request to our local borough district public. I hope like me those
reviewing my comment have also been born and raised in Alaska or at the very least have grown to
love the beauty and recreation of the outdoors of our unique and wonderful state. I've noticed
recently that the word equity has made it into the language of our local legislative assemblies and
committees that make decisions regarding the beautification of our communities and into our parks
and recreation assemblies decision making in local legislative bodies. This is unsettling because
equity means our state be the same as all other communities around the world and our country. I
don't know about you, but as for me, I want Alaska to remain exceptionally beautiful and
breathtaking and not equitable with any other communities or places in the world. I hope some of
you will help find others to step up to help with our chores of self governance and oversight to help
guard our state from the horrible things that would make us equitable and harm our resources that
feed and clothe us. Like Afghanistan, Alaska also has huge untapped prospects of rare earth
elements. That those seeking to control all supplies are trying to force this new "green" energy
technologies on others for semiconductors and electric vehicles demands to skyrocket so they can
profit off of this market. Alaska needs to be guarded against this and stop this from happening. The
only thing green about the new "black" climate agreement agenda is the money going into the
pockets of those seeking to remove all freedoms and liberties across the face of the earth. A zero
CO2 emissions goal is unattainable and all life on the face of our planet would die if that goal could
ever be reached. They would have to plug up all volcanic activity to reach that goal. Still think
green energy goals are a good idea? No! They are nothing but a way to weaken infrastructures
worldwide! Our enemies are not agreeing to comply with climate agenda farce because they know
without fossil fuels they will be weak and unable to attain their goals to become a world power
nation. Conservation of resources and climate agendas are two very different things and it is pure
arrogance to think people, insignificant to planetary cycles of life, could effectively "save the
planet." The ones pushing to try, are in fact, poisoning our planet's life giving resources so that they
can control all. Why, because if you don't comply they will refuse to give you food, water, housing,
medical care, work, and financial resources. Don't let these tyrannical wicked humans kill our
beautiful state and life giving resources!
That is all. Thank you. God bless you and may His face shine upon you. Should you chose to join
the battle, may God bless all your endeavors to be successful!
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